






Dream, Truthfulness, and Reality… are…controversial…when…speaking…of…a…performance… in… the… theatre…
because… the… division… between…what… is… real… and… unreal… has… no… precise… boundary.… Even… if… George…
Bernard… Shaw's… 1932… play…Too True to be Good… contains… the… abrupt… changes… and… jumps… in… logic… of…
dream…states, dream…as…applied…to…Acts…Ⅱ…and…Ⅲ…does…need…qualification.……Shaw…may…have…borrowed…
from… his… childhood… reading… of… John…Bunyan's… Puritan… classic…The Pilgrim's Progress…（1678）… in… using…
the…idea…of…a…dream…awakening…the…sleeper,…Christian,…to…a…vision…of…truthfulness…to…God's…will.…（The…
Sergeant… in…Too True… in…Act…Ⅲ…will… quote… from… it… somewhat… skeptically.）…Yet… there… is… an… obvious…
difference.……The…abrupt…awakening…that…takes…place…in…Too True…is…a…conscious…experience,…not…a…dream…
precisely… because… its… characters… are… grounded… in… the… reality… of… 1930s… European… civilization.… Being…
removed…to…a…desolate…outpost…of…the…empire…would…cause…a…serious…dis-orientation…of…an…individual's…
sense… of… reality.… The… point… of… the… play… is…made… repeatedly… by… Shaw's… characters'… urgent… need… to…
communicate…what…had…normally…gone…unsaid.…Too True…has…often…been…described…as…expressionist,…but…
Shaw's…description…of…it…was…"a…political…extravaganza".…"Political"…adds…the…satirical…edge…to…the…play.２
… … …Truthfulness… in…Too True to be Good… is… about… telling… the… truth… even… if… it… hurts.… … Shaw's…Wildean…
inversion… of… the… popular… cliché… speaks… of… a… Puritan… consciousness… at…work.… Shaw… once…wrote… of…
Bunyan:… "The…world… to…him…was…a…more… terrible…place… than… it…was… to…Shakespear… [sic];… but…he… saw…






human… relationships,… as… noted… in… the… pairing… of… individual… characters… at… the… end… of… the… play… in… the…








… … …Too True to be Good…opening…was…first…performed…by…the…Theatre…Guild…at…the…Colonial…Theatre… in…
Boston…on…29…February…1932.…Performances…later…took…place…at…Malvern…Festival…on…August…6,…followed…
in… London… on… September… 3.… Shaw's… biographer…A.M.… Gibbs… notes… that… the… London… run… "survives…
for… only… 47… performances".4… The… play… is… divided… fairly… neatly… into… three… acts.… Unlike… Shaw's… later…
extravaganza… comedy…The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles （1935）,… the… first… impression… is… given… of… a…
structural…discipline…that…will…carry… its…more…diffuse…elements.…Yet…Too True… is…a…very…tricky…play…by…
reason… of… Shaw's…mode… of… characterization… and… the… looseness… of… the… play's… internal… structure.… …The…
play…ends…with…each…character…doing…the…fairly…obvious…–…reducing…Shaw's…ending…to…one…of…practical…
possibility.
… … …Too True… is… one…of… the… few…British…plays…during… the…1920s…and…30s… to…deal…with… the…aftermath…of…
the…First…World…War.… In…Act…Ⅲ…Shaw…will… evoke…memories…of… the…First…War,… and…explain… the…war…
as…a…formative…influence…on…his…characterizations.…Both…Acts…Ⅱ…and…Ⅲ…take…place…near…a…beach…with…
a…background…of…a…mountainous…region…somewhere… in… the…Empire.…Colonial…rule… in…Act…Ⅱ,…with… the…
British…army…waging…a…defensive…war,…is…far…less…salient…as…a…critique…than…it…is…in…The Simpleton of the 
Unexpected Isles…（1935）,…except… in…one… important… respect.…The… sheer…pointlessness…of… trying… to…keep…
down…native…tribespeople…is…implied…in…their…complete…invisibility.…
ACT Ⅰ
The…play's… text…begins…with…a…description…of… the…Patient's…bedroom…somewhere… in…England.…At… first…
sight…it…is…as…though…Shaw…were…writing…an…orthodox…naturalistic…play…with…the…contents…of…the…room…
making… the… point… for… him.… "[A] Louis Quinze writing table and chair with inkstand, blotter, and a cabinet 
of stationery, a magnificent wardrobe, a luxurious couch and a tall screen of Chinese workmanship … and 
everything else in the room, proclaims that the owner has money enough to buy the best things at the best shops 
in the best purchaseable [sic] state."（SD）…Shaw…does…not…rely…simply…on…a…static…visual…statement…about…
this… grossly… over-furnished… room;… for… he… has… given… this… unhealthy… atmosphere,… the… form… of… a… jelly-









（later… revealed… as… the…Honorable…Aubrey…Bagot）… is… the… quick… brain…who… seizes… the… opportunity… to…
involve…the…Patient…in…the…theft…of…her…own…pearls…and…to…ransom…her…mother's…life,…the…Elderly…Lady…
（Mrs…Mopply）.… "Mopsie"… –… the… nursery… name… for… the… Patient… –… is… only… too…willing… to… escape… from…





fish…nor…fowl.…He…is…the…Burglar…who…speaks…as…half auctioneer, half clergyman…（SD）.…The…Burglar…comments,…
like…a…street-wise…priest,…on…the…state…of…human…values…as…found…in…the…expensive…clothes…that…the…Patient…
tears…out…of…her…wardrobe.… "Fur…coat.…Seal.…Old… fashioned…but…worth… forty-five…guineas.…Hat.… …Quiet…and…






The… Stage…Direction… tells… of… [a]… sea beach in a mountainous country…（SD）.… …This… is… a…military… outpost…
with… the British colonel in a deckchair, peacefully reading the weekly edition of The Times, but with a revolver 
in his equipment…（SD）.…The… image… is… precise:… summoning… up… the… complacency… and… the… professional…
urgency…of…this…senior…officer,…gun…at…the…ready,…whose…name…is…Tallboys.…Shaw…has…first…to…establish…
that…the…military…order…is…based…on…a…hierarchy…that…has…no…basis…in…ordinary…reality;…and…much…of…Act…
Ⅱ… is… about… sorting… out… the… truth… from…what… is… the… socially… accepted…view.…This… Shaw…does…by… the…
use…of…Napoleon…Alexander…Trotsky…Meek,…who…dismounts…from…his…motorbike…and…delivers…a… letter…
to…Tallboys.…（Any…member… of… the… original… audiences…would… have… recognized…T.E.… Lawrence… –… the…
last…great…hero…of…the…Empire.）5…Meek,…as…is…his…Bunyan-like…naming,…counterpoints…the…arrogance…of…
Colonel…Tallboys.…Shaw's…description…of…Meek…tells…of…a…natural…superiority.…His figure is that of a boy of 
seventeen; but he seems to have borrowed a long head and Wellingtonian nose and chin … for the express purpose 














is…displayed…as…elastic…and…self-referential.…Shaw… is…playing…a…difficult…game…here:… for… the…Nurse…and…
the… Patient… are… held… responsible… for… their… newly… acquired… self-images.…And… their… transformation… at…
first…amounts…to…pure…hedonism.…（As…the…Countess…says…"Excitement:…that's…what…I…get…out…of…[life]."）…











… … … The… play… clarifies… itself…more…when… Shaw's… characters… are… shown… dealing…with… the…world… as… it…
is… -… as… a…way… of… testing… out… the… character's… particular…worth.… To… take… the… encounter… between… the…
Countess…and…Meek.……The…Countess,…we…know…to…be…an…imposter…and…why…she…is…lying…about…herself.…
In… compensation…Meek… needs… to… be… seen… as…worldly… and… calculating… as… the… Countess,… in… his… own…

























charged… emotional… characters…who… are… unplayable… as… voices… in… any… scheme… of… argument.… Shaw's…





themselves by hewing…[the…grottoes]…into a rude architecture and giving them fancy names （SD）.…Rock…shrines…
of…the…kind…seen…all…over…Catholic…Europe…have…been…carved,…but…these…are…not…described…as…Christian.…
In…one…case,…there…is…an…inscription…in…Greek…written…by…some scholarly soldier…（SD）;…a…teasing…reference…
to…T.E.…Lawrence…（alias…Meek… in… the…play）…who…was…a…scholar…of… the…Classics.… In…The Abode of Love…
（SD）… the… Sergeant… is… shown… completely absorbed in two books, comparing them with rapt attention （SD）.…
The…other…grotto…is…ironically…described…as St Pauls…（SD）…since…the…occupant…is…an…avowed…atheist.…The…










the…Bible…and…The Pilgrim's Progress,… but… the…audience's… first… sight…of…him…as…a… true…believer… is…quite…
misleading.…When…the…Sergeant…speaks…as…a…moral… teacher… to…Sweetie,…his…speech… is…couched… in… the…




rejected… the… teaching…of… the…Bible,… and…specifically…Moses'… claim…on… the… "spoils… of…Egypt".8…Sweetie's…











tendency… to…being… like…a… confessional;… but… it… requires…a… thematic… continuity… to…bring… together… these…
outpourings… of… trapped…memories.…Aubrey's… father…（now… revealed… as… the… Elder）…will… call… him… his…
"prodigal…son",…to…which…Aubrey…replies.…"I…am…not…ruined:…I…am…rolling…in…money.…I…am…a…model…son"…
Of…course…he…has…succeeded…by…means…of…theft…and…criminality…in…the…corrupt…society…of…England.…The…
bitterness… lies… in… his… father's… ideological… objection… to… his… being… "a… clergyman"…which… he… saw… as… his…
"manifest…destiny".…The…audience…has… to… face…up… to… the…wrongness…of…war…and,…most…uncomfortably,…
the… ordinary… soldier's…moral… culpability.…When…Aubrey…was… "military… chaplain"… during… the…war,… he…










… … …Aubrey's… reply… to… the… Sergeant… belongs… to… the… conscientious… objectors… of… the…First…World…War.…





a… self-serving… statement… on… the… part… of…Aubrey.… Shaw…does… not… disguise… the… air… of… dishonesty… that…
creates…his…ambiguity:…Aubrey…is…quite…as…tricky…as…the…play…itself.
… … … Shaw… focuses… on… the…morality… of…war… itself.…The… Sergeant… in… conversation…with… the…Patient…will…
make…a…distinction…between…the…army…of…peacetime…and…the…army…at…war.…The…Patient…–…now…moving…
towards…religion…–… tells… the…Sergeant… that… "I…have…been…wanting…to… join… the…army… like…Joan…of…Arc".…
To…which… the…old…soldier…agrees:… "……there…used… to…be…a…peace…of…mind… in… the…army…that…you…could…







… … … The… subtlety… of… Shaw's… argument… about… how… society… relies… on… truisms… and… false… generalities… is…
given…further…illustration.…This…time…Shaw's…context…is…domestic.…How…adult…lying…or…ill-conceived…home…
truths…can…distort…the…very…hold…a…child…has…on…her…reality…–…does…partly…explain…how…individuals…can…
be…convinced…by…a…nation's…belief… in… the…morality…of… colonial… rule.…Mrs.…Mopply's… emotional… outburst…
traces…her…weak…hold…on…reality…back…to…a…repressive…Victorian…childhood.…How…the…autonomy…of…the…
child…is…placed…in…danger…by…the…power…of…adults…is…given…the…insight…of…psychoanalysis.…She…was…told…













Union:…where,… ideally,… the… collective… life… of… a… revolutionary… society…would… replace… the… need… for… the…
family…unit.…The…former…mother…and…daughter's…plan…to…immigrate…to…the…Union…of…Federated…Sensible…
Societies… in… the… end… never… happens.… …（The…UFSS… is… obviously… a… reference… to… the…Union… of… Soviet…
Socialist…Republics.）…He…creates… the… simple…pretext… that…Meek,… as… the…play's… fixer,… cannot…get… them…
visas…to…enter…the…UFSS;…only…the…Colonel…is…eligible…because…of…his…knowledge…of…English…water…color…
painting.…（"Damned… impudent"… is…how…this…establishment… figure…reacts…to…Shaw's…brave…new…world.）…




are… dispatched… unceremoniously… and…without… the… usual… fake… sentimentality.… There… is… a…mock… nod…
to… sanctity…with… the… former… daughter… "like… Saint…Theresa"… founding… an… "unladylike… sisterhood"…with…








for…a…new…order…of… living.… "But…how…are…we… to…bear… this…dreadful…new…nakedness:… the…nakedness…of…
the…souls…who…until…now…have…always…disguised… themselves… from…one…another… in…beautiful… idealisms…








………Shaw's…brief…aside…to…the…reader…（after…Aubrey's…prayer）…remains…faithful…to…his…play:…[a]…few of the 
choicer spirits will know that the Pentecostal flame is always alight at the service of those strong enough to bear 
its terrible intensity…（SD）.… It… is…hardly… likely…Shaw… is…engaging… in…Christian… theology;… that…unbearable…
－……51……－
light… of… understanding… belongs… to… nobody… and… everybody:… Buddhist,… Christian,… Hindu,…Muslim,… non-
believer…–…alike.…
Concluding remarks
Too True… to be Good has… two… quite… distinct… roles… to… play.… But… really… they… are… the… same;… for… the…
strongly…psychological…aspect…of…the…play…is…about…what…effect…the…First…World…War…has…had…upon…the…
characters… in… Shaw's… play.…Colonel…Tallboys… is… essential… to… this… argument,… as… representing… an… army…
officer… of… an… instantly… recognizable… type:… rigid,… over-concerned…with… his… professional… dignity,… and…
supercilious.…His…sense…of…authority…is…quite…fragile,…as…it…turns…out…–…as…Shaw…illustrates,…when…Tallboys…









greater… advantage… over… the… theatre… in… providing… graphic… documentary… images… of… the… battlefields…
as…All Quiet on the Western Front…（1930）…demonstrates.…R.C.…Sherriff's Journey's End…（1928）,… later… to…be…




















in…London…（Endnote…4）.…The…most…powerful…scenes…of… the…play…are…when…the…war… is… finally…evoked,…
and…these…dreadful…memories…are…spoken…out…loud…in…the…theatre.…Even…though…Mrs.…Mopply's…speech…
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